Dice And A Slice Ilfracombe

Gygax Day 2022

Welcome to Dice And A Slice and the 2022 Gygax
day special of our occasional newsletter. Where we
talk about the great man, why we celebrate this day,
special offers, look at what’s coming soon and other
such things.

Who was Gary Gygax?
Gary Gygax was a games designer and developer.
He is best known for being the co-creator of
Dungeons and Dragons with a guy called Dave
Arneson. The game was based upon his existing
game “Chainmail”, which dealt with the mechanics
of one-on-one combat. This was expanded around
a fantasy theme, to allow for various monsters and
designed to be modular. Enabling players to pick
and choose, buy, or even write, their own,
scenarios or campaigns.
He designed many other games, but none have
been remotely as successful as D&D. In our
opinion this is down to D&D leaving so much to
the players imaginations and the huge role-playing
element of the game.

Why Gygax Day?
Gary Gygax was bourn on the 27th of July. He is no
longer with us, but we feel that he would be really
happy if we celebrated his birthday by playing his
most famous game.

Sadly, he died in 2008, but his legacy in the form of
D&D lives on. It is a living game, constantly
evolving and changing, so we hope that it will keep
right on going many years to come.

Some early D&D artwork

Many things in popular culture would not have
happened if it was not for D&D. Game Of Thrones,
The Witcher and Stranger Things are just some of the
TV shows influenced by the game. There are many
films as well.
Fans of the game have managed to get Gygax Day,
the anniversary of his birth, accepted internationally
as a thing. It is shared with several others including
Scotch Day, Chicken Finger Day, National Walk On
Stilts Day and Norfolk Day.
It is now celebrated around the world by many,
including us. This year we have moved it a few days
to the 24th of July, and as usual, we make the day a
charity event.

Over And Above is our selected charity this year. It
is the Northern Devon Healthcare Trust’s charitable
fund.
They provide patent support all over North Devon
and run The Fern Centre.
For more information go to –
https://overandabove.org.uk/
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Over the day we are having 12 “one shot” games.
Each will last around two and a half hours. We
charge the players four pounds a seat for these
games, all that goes to the charity.
We will also be having a raffle with many D&D
related prizes. The tickets cost 50 pence each and
again all proceeds are going to the charity.
We have also decided that half of all the café
receipts will go to the charity as well. I am afraid
that we do have to pay for the stuff that we sell
there.
There may be other special offers as well!

Gygax Day Special Offer One
Delving through the wibbly wobbly web, Mac has
found a pdf of a combination colouring book and
game penned by the great man. We think that the
copyright is public domain now, and if it’s not we
are sorry – but it’s a good cause. We have printed
out several copies and will be selling these for
four pounds a copy, this is all for the charity.

What is Dungeons and Dragons?
First created in 1974 D&D is considered by many to be
the first modern Role Playing Game.
It is a game played around a table. And relies heavily
on the theatre of the mind.
It is led by a Dungeon Master or DM, his role is to act
as the guide, narrator and adjudicator for the players.
The players themselves create characters from a broad
range of races and give them specific classes and
skills/traits.
The players then form a party that navigates its way
through encounters, traps and puzzles. Interacting
with each other, non-player characters and monsters.
The player’s success is rewarded with experience
points or XP, this experience enables them to unlock
new powers/skills/spells etc. as they progress through
the game.

Above, Fizbans
Left, early art

This basic definition can describe many games today,
both on table top and on electronic devices.
Reworked as Advanced Dungeons and Dragons
(AD&D) in 1977. Upgraded in 1989.
In 2000 it became third edition or 3E.
In 2008 it became forth edition or 4E.
In 2014 it became the fifth edition that we play here in
the cafe.
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More early art. Left, I think this is the earliest colour cover

Gygay Day Special Offer Two
Two pounds off the usual price for all our D&D
hardbacks from Wizards Of The Coast.

Giveaway
There are many other RPG’s. And we have example one shots of some, left over from something else. So we
will be giving those away to attendees on the day.
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Where is D&D going next
We know that a new book containing a series of
adventures linked together is coming. This will be
called Journeys Through The Radiant Citadel.
Later in the year SpellJammer is being relaunched
for 5E, it was a thing in the days of 3E. This should
be very cool. But you cant set space on fire
anymore.
Dragon Lance is also reappearing soon, along with
at least one new race, the Kendar.
Also, Critical Roll’s next book Tai’Dorei Reborn is
due later this year.
And in 2024 Sixth Edition will be launched. Its
supposed to be entirely compatible with 5E, but
we shall see.

We do pretty good D&D
We host 8 regular campaigns a
week. We also hold beginners
training courses during the
winter months. And we have
recently started organising D&D
mini-breaks.
But this is as much down to our
players as it is to anything we
do.

In the planning stages for us, and you.
Andy has started a new campaign on Sundays and have been chatting to a
couple of other DM’s about others.
Cal is starting a new campaign on Wednesdays, if he hasn’t already.
Peter has a cunning plan that Mac is very enthusiastic about.
Next autumn/winter, we are planning to have people who don’t usually
DM for us host one shots early on Saturday evenings. Mac has spoken to a
couple of guys who are interested. And if you want a go contact us about it,
we cannot guarantee a party, but will try our best to get you one.
And we are branching out to support people who want to play other RPG’s.
We have a pulp Cthulhu running already and hope to do more.

We just help them organise
schedules and groups. We
provide the welcoming space
that they need to play in.
Dealing with the legislation
along the way.
We help them learn about the
game, provide a place to get
the things they need to play it,
We caffeinate them, supply
cakes and food.
And then we do the washing up
and make things ready for the
next group.
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Update. We raised 430
pounds for the charity on
Gygax Day
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The Raffle Prizes
We will be drawing the tickets for the prizes at 1730, and in this order, so that those who could not make it stand
the same chance as everyone else for getting any one prize.
The first 6 prints – our thanks to Kevin Powel, also known as KIP art for signing these.
The Koi dice – our thanks to The Ludoquist and their distribution arm Ludodist for these
2 little book of battle mats – from Loke
The 2 sweet cottage bits – left from free RPG day
The dragon dice holder – Mac’s work
The various treasure mini’s – left from free RPG day
The 2 sets of cards – more KIP work
The wooden dice holder – found out the back
The dice roll and store – Carole brought it at UKGE
The rest of the prints – KIP again
2 little book of battle mats – from Loke
The wooden dice tower – Mac brought it at UKGE
The Deck Of Rumours – donated by Unlimited Realms ltd, our thanks to them
The Ballad Of Sir Redmayne – donated by The Grinning Frog, our thanks to them.
The Demon Eye dice bag – another from Ludodist
Midnight, Legacy of Darkness – From Asmodee, our thanks to them
The Stranger Things D&D set – from us
2 little book of battle mats – from Loke
28, maybe more

COMMS LINKS
The Café’s Google hosted site - https://diceandaslice.com/
The Café’s main website - https://diceandasliceilfracombe.co.uk/

Phone us on - 07508968522
Email us at - diceandasliceilfracombe@gmail.com
Find us on - Facebook
Find us on – Instagram
Find us on – LinkedIn
Craft Club on Facebook – Crafty hookers
And you can always just come into the Café when we are open.
Some pix are the IP of Wizards Of The Coast, not ours, used with thanks

